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MESSAGE TO OUR MEMBERS
Dan Dix, CEO

August 23rd, we held our grand opening for local producers at the Cooper
location. What started as a small agronomy building in Greene County in 2014,
Cooper has grown into a grain elevator, feed mill, and an agronomy center.
This multi-million-dollar investment would not be possible without the
tremendous support of our producers and members in that area. We started
small in Cooper and listened to our customer base as you wanted additional
services in that area. Your response has far exceeded our expectations. The
Cooper feed mill will be NEW’s eighth mill to come online and the new dry
fertilizer facility there will be completed this October.
Thank you to everyone who attended the open house at Cooper and most importantly, thank you to our customers
for your support. I want to thank our board of directors for their faith in this project because this investment is what
cooperatives are fundamentally about, investing into projects and equipment that current and future generations of
farmers need today and in the future. This project is also important because the feed mill provides a market for our
members corn that did not exist before.
Last month, NEW’s Board of Directors approved the revolvement of Regional Deferred Equity for the years 2015
and 2016. These checks will be mailed out to members in early September and total over $8.8 million. Taxes have
already been paid on these dollars.
Our fiscal year ends August 31st, and the auditors will be onsite soon to help us complete year end. Indications are
that NEW Cooperative will once again have a very successful year, with many product areas showing record sales.
We hope to continue our strong patronage rates and expect local deferred revolvements similar to years past. We
will announce patronage rates when they are approved by the board in October.
NEW Cooperative’s financial strength has never been better, and this allows us to reinvest in facilities, build our
balance sheet, return savings to our members, and invest in our employees. Be sure to mark December 6, 2022, on
your calendar for our annual meeting. The formal annual meeting announcement is on page 16 of this newsletter.
This fall, NEW has five seats on the Board up for election. District’s 1, 2 and 4 all have one seat up for election, while
region 3 has two seats up for election. On page 16 of this newsletter you will find the full details of the directors up
for election this year. If you are interested in running for the board, please contact one of the following nominating
committee members. In District 1 (East of Fort Dodge) contact Erik Wibholm. In District 2 (North of Fort Dodge)
contact Ron Rouse and in District 3 (South of Fort Dodge) contact Roger Coon. For District 4 (Western Iowa), please
contact Tim Carlson.

MESSAGE TO OUR MEMBERS
Continued

We are excited to announce that effective September 1st, ProAg LLC was purchased by NEW Cooperative. ProAg
LLC is a very successful private agronomy company headquartered in Ventura, Iowa, with additional locations in
Buffalo Center and Fertile, Iowa. This successful business fits very well in our North Central and Northeast Iowa
footprint. We appreciate the confidence ProAg LLC’s ownership and management has placed in our cooperative. We
also welcome the employees of ProAg LLC and very much look forward to your contribution to NEW Cooperative.
Your support of this transition is very much appreciated, and we know that you will continue to provide the same
great service to our customers in that area.
Just like every business today, your cooperative faces challenges in sourcing people to provide the services that
NEW Cooperative has been built around. Presently, we have the most job openings we have ever had, and it doesn’t
appear to be getting better in the near term. Every department and every skill level has been affected. We continue
to look for more unique ways fill positions at all levels in your cooperative. We also utilize and leverage technology
to reduce labor requirements whenever possible, however, our business still requires a large labor force.
We hope that the labor situation improves, which will allow us to keep the model that we have built around out
servicing our competition and being the labor force our members need during critical times of the year. Today,
we have avoided eliminating services or changing hours of operation, however, unless something changes, we will
begin exploring methods of lessening labor demands at NEW Cooperative.
As we end the first complete fiscal year since the merger, I want to give a big THANK YOU to the members and
employees of MaxYield Cooperative. I know that there is always uncertainty around mergers and the cyberattack one year ago only added to the challenges of putting our two cooperatives together. We are grateful for
our members and employees for your support during the last 12 months. We look forward to adding value to our
members operations in that area and we are thankful for the efforts of the employee team.

We owe the success of NEW Cooperative to our member-owners and work every day to exceed your
expectations. Thank you for your support and have a safe harvest season.
ProAg LLC’s new 100x500 agronomy office and warehouse located north of Ventura, IA.
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AGRONOMY

Shan Jaeschke, Agronomy Manager
THANK YOU! The Agronomy Department would like to extend a thank you

to our agronomy customers for helping us reach new volume records this season.
If it wasn’t for the support of our members this would not be possible. We are
proud to say your local cooperative set new records in 2022 on seed, chemistry,
and fertilizer volumes.
It has been a challenging year and many are saying “I hope we don’t see another
year like 2022”. We have faced challenges around product supply on fertilizer
and chemistry. We experienced multiple days and times of products showing up
the day it was needed for application. We are happy to say product supply is
starting to improve, but we are not out of the woods yet. Again, thank you for
your support and working with your local NEW Cooperative location as we navigate through these difficult times.

Moving into fall, now is the time to figure out how to manage inputs after harvest. Begin with sitting down with your
NEW Cooperative Sales Agronomist. They can help you now with your fertility and figuring out next years seed input
needs. The Agronomy team has been studying the progress of new seed products all year, and will start having yield
data for new and old products as soon as the combines roll. This will give you a head start on choosing hybrids and
varieties for the 2023 season at the best prices of the year, and before the right seeds are sold out for your operation.
Also now is the time to plan out your fertility needs. The world economy in fertilizers and grain have been on a wild
ride for the past several months and they don’t look to calm down for a while. This is why grid soil sampling is critical
to maximize your ROI in fertilizers and seed. These days we almost take soil sampling for granted. NEW Cooperative
lead the way with precision farming starting back in 1995 with our purchase of the first Soilection Variable Rate dry
fertilizer applicator.
Since then we have been building and improving our precision program every year, to where it has become second
nature to many agronomists and growers. We work with you to put your fertilizer where it is needed. Feeding the
crop where its hungry and not wasting inputs where they are not necessary.
With the advancement in technology, today there isn’t a single operation on your fields that cannot be targeted
site specific with variable rate technology. The information and technology is out there, not only to VR Lime and
Dry fertilizer as we have been doing for over 25 years but we can variable rate apply all of your nitrogen forms,
pesticides, insecticides and seed.
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AGRONOMY
Continued

Begin with taking a good look at your field(s) fertility. The best and most economical way to determine that
is with grid soil sampling. Ideally you had farms sampled in the past years or this spring. If not work with
your NEW Agronomist to get a sampling plan ready for this fall and let them know as soon as those farms are
harvested. After you have a grid sample report on your farms your local NEW agronomist can work up a plan for
your fall dry fertilizer needs, as well and lime and nitrogen. Just as every farm is different, every spot in your field
is different. To build scripts for VRT applications we can layer many data sets together but our most common
approach is to run off your grid soil testing.

Anhydrous Ammonia

MAP

Potash

Ag Lime

Another common practice our growers take advantage during the fall is variable rate
Anhydrous Ammonia. Using Centuro nitrogen stabilizer we have eliminated the need
for a second system to control the N stabilizer injection. You can then use most modern
monitors, probably already in your tractor, and hook directly into our Raven 440
controller to adjust the rate on the go. Our primary nitrogen rec looks at soil type for
a yield influence, then we take data from the grid samples and adjust for pH, Organic
Mater, nitrogen credit from the fall applied phosphorus fertilizer and adjust for any
spring fertilizer applications.
The application process on your end remains the same. Simple on/off switch but the
tractor or combine monitor signals the Raven to change rates as you move through the
field. Your NEW Cooperative sales agronomist, NEW Cooperative Precision Ag team or
SciMax Team look forward to working with you this fall and for many seasons to come.
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NEW Cooperative

Harvest Loss Calculations
ESTIMATING YOUR CROP
REMOVAL

ESTIMATING YOUR CORN
YIELD POTENTIAL

Phosphorus

Count out 17.5 ft of a row of corn
and count the number of harvestable ears.

Corn grain removes 0.38 Lbs. phosphorus
per bushel and soybeans remove 0.8 Lbs. of
phosphorus per bushel. For example, a crop
rotation of 200 bushel corn and 60 bushel
soybeans remove 124 Lbs. of actual phosphorus or
238 lbs. of the fertilizer product 11-52-0 (MAP)

Count out the number of kernels
around onevery fifth ear.
Count on the same fifth ear kernels long.
Example of determining yields: 32 harvestable ears,
16 kernels around and 36 kernels long
32 • 16 • 36 / 90 = 204.8 bushels

Potassium

Corn grain removes 0.3 Lbs. K2O per bushel and
soybeans remove 1.5 Lbs. of K2O per bushel. For
example, a crop rotation of 200 bushels corn and
60 bushels soybeans removes 150 Lbs. of actual
potassium or 250 Lbs. of the fertilizer product 0-060 (Potash)
Nutrients Removed in lbs.
Bushels
Removed

Phosphorus Potassium

Sulfur

Zinc

Corn 180

68

54

14

0.18

200

76

60

16

0.20

220

84

66

18

0.22

240

91

72

19

0.24

Soybeans 50

40

75

9

0.05

60

48

90

11

0.06

70

56

105

13

0.07

80

64

120

14

0.08

GROWING
CONDITIONS

FACTOR

RANGE IN KERNEL
NUMBER / BU.

Excellent

75 to 80

75 to 80,000

Average

85 to 90

85 to 90,000

Poor

95 to 105

95 to 105,000

ESTIMATING YOUR BEAN
YIELD POTENTIAL
Count out 17.5 ft or 1/10,000 of an acre
and get to total pod count.
Average the seeds per pod,
normally 2.5seeds per pod.
Example of soybean yields:
400 pods, 2.5 seeds per pod.
400 • 2.5/18 =55.5 bushels

harvest loss calculation

GROWING
CONDITIONS

FACTOR

RANGE IN KERNEL
NUMBER / BU.

The amount of loss that is considered acceptable is up to
you and your experience with your machine, but in normal
conditions it is possible to keep loss under a bushel per acre.

Excellent

15

2500

Average

18

3000

Poor

21

3500

It is more important to determine if the loss is preharvest,
header loss, coming out the back of the combine or a leak in
the machine.
2 corn kernels per sq. ft. = 1 bushel per acre
3 soybeans per sq. ft. = 1 bushel per acre
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NEW COOPERATIVE

Precision Hardware & Services

360 YIELD SAVER
REDUCES SHELLING
Cushions the force of impact when ears hit the deck
plates capturing more kernels
INCREASE CAPTURE
Eliminates the gap between the deck plates and
collects the loose kernels
SAVES THE SMALL EARS
That would fall through the deck plates

360 BULLET
MAXIMUM FRACTURE
360 Bullet shatters the soil profile from shank to shank,
leaving an even sub-soil profile
ELIMINATE DENSITY CHANGES
360 Bullet helps water movement throughout the soil
profile by increasing fracturing across your soil profile,
which benefits soil infiltration and capillary action.

Call NEW Cooperative Precision Hardware Team today for
pricing and promotions!
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NEW Cooperative
Grain News

JSA Select Pricing Program
The final prices for the Fall 2022 programs are:
1 year Corn – $7.26 (December futures price)
1 year Soybeans - $15.43 (November futures price)
Below are 2 charts showing our final December corn futures and
November bean futures versus the entire range over the pricing period.
Contact Jeff Friesth at NEW Cooperative at 515-955-2040

NEW Cooperative 2022 Grain Policy Update!
NEW Cooperative members and customer will be able to find the
2022 Grain Policy on our website soon! Thank you for your patronage
and please have a safe harvest season!
Visit; www.newcoop.com
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FEED

Paul Fields, Feed Delivery Manager
In past issues of the newsletter, we’ve introduced how we manufacture and deliver
feed to our customers. As a result, one of the most frequent questions that our
feed department receives is “what is the difference between mash and pelleted
feed.” Related questions have included how and why each feed is used and how
do we make pelleted feed. To answer those questions, I will lean on Andy Ingold,
Feed Facilities Manager, who oversees maintenance at all of NEW Cooperative’s
feed mills. Thank you, Andy, for your dedication to our feed team and for the
answers below.
How is Mash Feed
Produced?
The corn used in mash feed rations is ground through a
roller mill, which has two rolls that spin towards each
other. The corn is fed between these rolls and creates a
ground feed product. Our older mills use what is called
a “double-pair” roller mill, which has a total of four rolls
the corn passes through. Our newer mills use a “triplestack” roller mill, utilizing a total of six rolls for corn to go
through. A triple-stack roller mill provides a finer ground
particle size that is more consistent than a double-pair
roller mill. Roller mills provide a very consistent product
with less variability in grind size for our customers.
The ground corn is then mixed with the other ration
ingredients and delivered to farms as a mash feed.
How is Pelleted Feed Different?
The process for making pelleted feed starts with grinding corn through a hammer mill. Hammers affixed to a
spinning shaft pulverizes corn through specific-sized screens. The corn becomes ground once it passes through
the screen. This process though, can cause a minor variation in corn particle size. The ground corn is mixed with
other ration ingredients as a mash and is then injected with steam from boilers located in the feed mill. The steaminjected mash feed proceeds through a conditioner and then drops into the pellet mill. A pellet mill uses two rolls
to create pressure, pushing the feed through a die to create the pellet. Once the pellet is created through the die, it
goes through a cooling process and the appropriate liquids, including liquid fat are applied. The pelleted feed is then
transported to the farm using the same delivery methods as mash feed.
Why do our Customers Use Pelleted Feed?
This feed manufacturing process allows the corn to be ground finer, so the animal can digest the feed more efficiently.
Using pelleted feed also allows the product to flow through storage bins on the farm better. Not every feed mill can
manufacture pelleted feed, and this is a way we can add significant value for our feed customers. Our feed production
teams expertly manage different ingredient consistencies, corn consistency, humidity, and myriad of other factors
to meet our feed customers expectations. Some customers pellet all rations, and while other customers only pellet
finish feed. NEW Cooperative is uniquely positioned to satisfy the feed needs of all our customers through our
investment in facilities and our dedicated feed teams.
I appreciate Andy Ingold giving a us look inside the feed mill to better explain our feed manufacturing process. Next
time, we’ll discuss how the feed ordering and billing process works for a further look behind the scenes in our feed
department.
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COOPER FEED MILL
Grand Opening

On August 23rd, NEW Cooperative held the grand opening of
the Cooper Feed Mill! Members were able to learn and tour the
facility.
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ENERGY

Chad Besch, Energy Manager
As we head into the fall, we want to stress the importance of filling your diesel
and propane tanks before we get deep into the harvest season. Every fall we deal
with fuel supply challenges at the terminal in the Midwest. In the past, these supply
challenges lasted a day or sometimes just a few days.
This year due to global economic forces, including the war in the Ukraine, Europe is
desperate for fuel. This has caused record exports of diesel from the United States.
Europe will take as much diesel fuel as possible and supplies in the United States are
low.
NEW Cooperative uses every diesel
storage and risk management tool
we have available to secure supply.
If diesel users in the Midwest
wait until the middle of fall to fill,
supply issues will be very real in
our area, though. The only thing
worse than high priced fuel is high
priced fuel you can’t get and this
will be a harvest that filling your
tanks early and before you need
it during harvest will be a wise
investment for your farm.
The supply of gasoline is rebounding to a small degree. When crude oil is refined, both gas and diesel are produced
and often refiners yield more gas than diesel during this process. This has helped supplies of gasoline heading into
fall. Exports of both products, though, will remain very strong, especially diesel fuel. Unless the war in Ukraine and
the supply disruption in Europe is resolved quickly, the fuel supply challenges we face in the Midwest will continue.
The scenario in propane is the same. We continue to export a significant amount of propane to Europe and supply is
low in the Midwest. As with diesel, we strongly urge you to order propane for your farm early and keep your tanks
full.
If we see shrinking diesel demand in the US due to a
shrinking economy, that may be our best bet to build
diesel fuel supplies. If demand for goods and services
declines, less diesel will be used to transport those
products, helping to build supply.
Though refinery utilization has been down a little lately,
refinery utilization is still above 90%, which is above
the three-year average. This will also potentially help
build or maintain current supplies.
There is much uncertainty in the energy markets today. This is the year to keep your tanks full prior to harvest and
give us plenty of notice to keep your tanks full. We try to stock fuel storage tanks for purchase. We encourage you
to plan ahead so that we can get tanks installed in a timely fashion.
We are grateful for your business and appreciate your understanding as we navigate fuel delivery during harvest.

Contact us today for all your fuel needs at the following locations:
Lidderdale: 712-216-4165 Region 5: 712-206-4472 Regions 7, 8 & 9: 515-200-1352 or 866-711-7282
newfuel@newcoop.com.
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS

The 30,000 sq ft
agronomy
warehouse
at our Everly Location
is near completion. This
heated warehouse will
store liquid fertilizer,
chemical, and seed.
NEW Cooperative Lanyon Location is ready for harvest with
additional 1.2 million grain storage.
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NEW Cooperative
Get Connected With NEW!
APP FEATURES INCLUDE:
Sign Grain Contracts
Submit Offers
View Transactions
View Statements View Patronage &
Equity Information
Set-Up Direct Deposit Make
Automatic Online Payments
A new multi-factor authentication security enhancement has
been implemented as part of our ongoing efforts to provide
the most secure connection when doing business electronically
with NEW.
Now when users log into the Connection Central customer
portal, or the NEW Connect mobile app, will ask for a passcode.
Users will be able to receive the passcode through either a phone
call or a text message. The passcode verifies the user requesting
access and is required to complete the login process. Users of
Connection Central or the NEW Connect app should take a
moment to verify that phone number and contact information
1. Enter username and password
for your account(s) is correct.

Login to NEW Connect:
2. Select text or phone call and phone number

Multi-factor authentication will help ensure that it is truly you
requesting to transact business and give you confidence that 3. Enter code when received
4. Click “Verify” and proceed with business!
your account is safe.

You MUST have a Connection
Central account to use the
app. To sign-up for Connection
Central visit

Scan QR Code To
Download App.

cc.newcoop.com.
Questions?

We are here to help! Contact our
Customer Service line at
515-955-9045.

NEW Cooperative
Important News

NEW Cooperative E-Newsletter!
Would you like to receive NEW
Cooperative Newsletter via email?
Sign-up Today!
How to sign-up:
1. Visit, www.newcoop.com
2. Fill out the pop-up by entering your
email, first & last name
3. Click sign-up

NEW Cooperative Through The Years!
NEW Cooperative is planning and preparing to celebrate 50 years of business in 2023!
We would like to ask our members, customers, and employees if you have memorabilia to
share that showcases NEW Cooperative through the years, please let us know! If you have
a history item that you would like to share, please contact our Fort Dodge Office at
515-955-2040 or email hreicks@newcoop.com.
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NEW Cooperative
2022 Summer Interns

NEW Cooperative 2022 Summer Interns had a busy summer assisting with the day to day
operations, customer appreciation events, crop scouting, soil sampling, human resource
projects, accounting and grain operations! If you have a college student looking for an
internship in agriculture, visit www.newcoop.com to learn more about our internships.
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2626 1st Ave. South
Fort Dodge, IA 50501
RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

2022 ANNUAL MEETING

DIRECTOR ELECTIONS

The 2022 Annual Meeting of NEW Cooperative, Inc
will take place on Tuesday, December 6, 2022 at the
Webster County Fairground’s auditorium with doors
opening at 4:00pm and meeting starting at 5:00pm.
The meeting’s agenda will include a status update
of the cooperative, financial report, and director
elections. We will also be recognizing the 2022-2023
NEW Cooperative Scholarship recipients. A meal and
guest speaker, Jim Olson will follow the adjournment
of the meeting.

We will have one director seat in District 1, District
2, two seats in District 3, and one seat in District
4. If you or someone you know is interested in
pursuing a seat to serve on the NEW Cooperative
Board of Directors, please contact one of the
following board representatives:
DISTRICT 1 - Erik Wibholm
DISTRICT 2 - Ron Rouse
DISTRICT 3 - Roger Coon
DISTRICT 4 -Tim Carlson

JIM OLSON, the former Chief of Soviet Operations at the CIA, spent his 31-year undercover
career at the CIA focused on Russia. He first started tracking Vladimir Putin when Putin was a
lieutenant colonel in the KGB in East Germany in the 1980s. Mr. Olson will share with the audience
his knowledge of Putin and describe the many assassinations and atrocities for which Putin has been
responsible, most recently in Ukraine, but also in Chechnya, Syria, Georgia, and elsewhere.

PROUDLY SERVING THESE IOWA COMMUNITIES
Algona

Port of Blencoe

Dickens
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Lohrville
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